We present the results of a direct-imaging survey for very large separation (>100 au), companions around 95 nearby young K5-L5 stars and brown dwarfs. They are high-likelihood candidates or confirmed members of the young ( < ∼ 150 Myr) β Pictoris and AB Doradus moving groups (ABDMG) and the TW Hya, Tucana-Horologium, Columba, Carina, and Argus associations. Images in i and z filters were obtained with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS) on Gemini South to search for companions down to an apparent magnitude of z ∼ 22-24 at separations > ∼ 20 from the targets and in the remainder of the wide 5. 5 × 5. 5 GMOS field of view. This allowed us to probe the most distant region where planetary-mass companions could be gravitationally bound to the targets. This region was left largely unstudied by past high-contrast imaging surveys, which probed much closer-in separations. This survey led to the discovery of a planetary-mass (9-13 M Jup ) companion at 2000 au from the M3V star GU Psc, a highly probable member of ABDMG. No other substellar companions were identified. These results allowed us to constrain the frequency of distant planetarymass companions (5-13 M Jup ) to 0.84
INTRODUCTION
Twenty years after the first detection of an exoplanet around a main-sequence star (Mayor & Queloz 1995) , the increasing number of known exoplanets provides a clearer overall picture of the content and architecture of exoplanetary systems. However, the outer realms of planetary systems, inaccessible to the radial velocity and transit methods, are still largely unexplored. Direct imaging is the prime method for exploring separations larger than a few tens of astronomical units. This method has seen tremendous improvements since the first major discoveries, including the first image of a planetary-mass companion around the brown dwarf 2MASS J12073346-3932539 b (2M 1207 b here-*Corresponding author: naud@astro.umontreal.ca after; Gizis 2002; Chauvin et al. 2004; Ducourant et al. 2008) , the first image of a planet around a sun-like star, 1RXS J1609-2105 b (Lafrenière et al. 2008 (Lafrenière et al. , 2010 ) and the first exoplanetary system, around HR 8799 (Marois et al. 2008 (Marois et al. , 2010 . Dedicated second-generation, highcontrast imagers like SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2008 ) and GPI (Macintosh et al. 2014 ) are now reaching contrasts allowing the detection of giant planets from ∼ 5 to ∼ 100 au (Macintosh et al. 2015; Wagner et al. 2016) .
While similar to their closer-in exoplanet counterparts in many ways, distant, directly imaged companions also share similarities with low-mass brown dwarf companions and isolated planetary-mass objects (e.g., Faherty et al. 2016) . The directly imaged exoplanets found to date provide essential constraints on the dynamics of planetary systems and on substellar formation models and come with their own open questions. Most of them 2 are not readily explained by standard planetary formation scenarios. They could be planets formed in a disk that were later scattered outward or planetary-mass objects that formed like brown dwarfs and stars, through the fragmentation of a collapsing prestellar core.
Young stars are prime targets for direct imaging surveys, as young companions are brighter than their older counterparts, since they are still contracting and cooling down. Recently, significant progress has been made to identify young stars of the local neighborhood that are members of Young Moving Groups (YMGs). Stars in these sparse ensembles were formed together and therefore share similar positions and space motions in the Galaxy (Zuckerman & Song 2004) . Their members provide an important advantage for direct imaging surveys, because evolutionary models allow us to translate their well-constrained age to relatively precise mass constraints for planetary-mass companions. Most low-mass late spectral type members of these associations remained undetected until a few years ago because the observations used to determine proper motions, radial velocities, and distances were mostly available in the optical. Malo et al. (2013; M13 hereafter) , Malo et al. (2014b; M14 hereafter) , and Gagné et al. (2014; G14 hereafter) identified a large number of low-mass stars, brown dwarfs, and isolated planetary-mass objects with high membership probabilities in seven young and nearby YMGs (the β Pictoris moving group, βPMG; the TW Hya association, TWA; the Tucana-Horologium association, THA; the Columba association, COL; the Carina association, CAR; the Argus association, ARG; and the AB Doradus moving group, ABDMG), using a novel Bayesian analysis and dedicated observation programs.
Some of the first direct imaging surveys concentrated on massive stars, where theory predicts more giant exoplanets and where some of the first detections of planets through direct imaging were made (notably, HR 8799, an A5V star; Marois et al. 2008 Marois et al. , 2010 . First-generation surveys, like the Gemini Deep Planet Survey (GDPS; Lafrenière et al. 2007 ) and the NaCo Deep imaging survey of young, nearby austral stars (Chauvin et al. 2010) did include several M stars. Interestingly, the latter led to the discovery of the planetary-mass companion around the M8 brown dwarf 2M1207. Surveys dedicated to low-mass stars were undertaken in recent years. The PALMS survey (Planets Around Low-Mass Stars; Bowler et al. 2015) did not detect any 1-13 M Jup companions between 10-100 au around their sample of 122 K5-M4 single dwarfs. This allowed determination of an upper limit (95% confidence level) of 10.3% (16%) for these objects, assuming a hot (cold) start evolutionary model. Lannier et al. (2016) presents the resulta of another M-star survey, based on VLT observations. Their sample of 58 M stars includes most of the 16 stars from the Delorme et al. (2012) survey, a pioneer study dedicated to low-mass stars. A frequency of 2.3 +2.9 −0.7 % is determined for 2-14 M Jup companions at separations of 8-400 au. The meta-analysis presented by Bowler (2016) , which summarizes the results of nine surveys (including PALMS, GDPS, and the Gemini NICI Planet-Finding Campaign; Biller et al. 2013) , includes 118 M stars and finds an upper limit of 3.9% (5.4%; 7.3%) for the occurrence of 5-13 M Jup at 30-300 au (10-1000 au; 100-1000 au) around them. The results of the IDPS (International Deep Planet Search) survey (292 stars) were combined with those of GDPS and of the NaCo-LP survey (Chauvin et al. 2015) in Galicher et al. (2016) . They find a planetary-mass (0.3-14 M Jup ) companion fraction between 20-300 au of 0.90 +4.05 −0.65 % for their "low mass" (<1.1 M ) sample, which includes G, K, and M stars.
In 2010, the survey PSYM -Planet Search around Young-associations M dwarfs -was started to detect planetary-mass companions around young K5-L5 stars and brown dwarfs newly identified in M13, M14, and G14. This paper presents the results of the PSYM-WIDE survey of 95 stars with the Gemini Multi-Object Spectrograph (GMOS; Hook et al. 2004) at Gemini South. PSYM-WIDE was designed specifically to detect planetary-mass companions at large (500-5000 au) separations. A new planetary-mass companion, GU Psc b, was identified as part of this survey and was presented by Naud et al. (2014) . The sample and selection criteria are described in §2, and the observations are presented in §3, and followed by the results in §4. A discussion that puts the results derived in perspective is presented in §5. The paper concludes with a discussion on the plausible origin of these wide companions and ongoing efforts to find them.
THE STELLAR SAMPLE

Target Selection
The sample of stars surveyed in this work has been drawn primarily from high-probability YMG members identified by the Bayesian analysis presented in M13, M14, and G14. The BANYAN (M13, M14) and BANYAN II (G14) tools both use sky position, proper motion, asnd color-magnitude diagrams to assess the probability that a star is a member of βPMG, ABDMG, TWA, THA, COL, CAR, or ARG. The Bayesian analysis provides an estimation of the radial velocity and distance (statistical distance; d s ) of a star assuming membership to a given association. The statistical distance and predicted radial velocities have been demonstrated to have a typical accuracy of ∼ 10-20% compared to direct measurements when membership is confirmed (see M13). When a star has a high membership probability, this method therefore provides good estimates of those values. Measuring the radial velocity or parallax together with other signs of youth is needed to unambiguously establish the membership of a candidate member.
In M13, the I C and J photometry was used with the BANYAN tool to identify 214 new, highly probable lowmass members (spectral types K5-M5) among an initial sample of several hundreds of stars displaying youth indicators such as H α or X-ray emission from Riaz et al. (2006) . In M14, new radial velocity measurements were included in the analysis to further confirm the membership of 130 candidates from M13 and 57 other stars from the literature. The BANYAN II tool presented in G14 adapted the M13 analysis to identify lower-mass stars and brown dwarf (later than M7) members of the YMG, using 2MASS and W ISE photometry. Their initial candidate sample is composed of 158 stars that display spectroscopic signs of youth or have unusually red colors for their spectral type at near-infrared wavelengths. Among these, 25 new high-probability candidates were identified, and the membership of 10 candidates was confirmed. The same tool was used in an all-sky survey built from a cross-match of the 2MASS and AllWISE to identify a total of 228 new M4-L6 candidate members of YMGs (Gagné et al. 2015b,c) .
Among the M13/M14/G14 published or preliminary samples, those with declinations lower than +20
• were first selected, as observations were to be made at Gemini South in Chile. Stars with the highest membership probabilities were prioritized. Stars in the youngest associations were preferred, as younger companions at a given mass are brighter than their older counterparts and thus easier to detect. Stars with the nearest statistical distances (or parallaxes when available) were also prioritized, in order to probe a region as close as possible to the stars. Objects located at distances beyond 80 pc were rejected. Binary stars were not excluded a priori from the selection. Twenty stars in the sample are known as double or triple systems. These are identified in the spectral type column of Table 1 with the mention "sb1", "sb2" or "sb3", or with the "+" sign, which indicates that there is a stellar companion (the spectral type of this companion is sometimes not known). Recent discoveries have demonstrated that the presence of a similar-mass or lower-mass companion does not preclude the detection of additional companions around a star; Ross 458(AB)c represents such a low-mass companion on a very wide orbit around a much tighter M-dwarf binary (Goldman et al. 2010) . A total of 69 stars were taken from the M13/M14 sample, and 12 from G14.
Seven bona fide members previously known in the literature and used in M13 or G14 to determine the kinematic and photometric properties of the YMGs were also added to the sample. A few young stars that do not appear in M13, M14, or G14 but that were also identified as young in the literature (three from Shkolnik et al. 2011 , three from Rodriguez et al. 2011 , and one from Kiss et al. 2011) were also included.
The properties of the final sample of 95 stars are listed in Table 1 and presented in Figures 1 and 2 . They have late spectral types ranging from K5 to L5, with a median type of M3. The least massive of the stars in the sample are close to the deuterium-burning limit mass. For example, Faherty et al. (2016) estimated the mass of the L3 2MASS J21265040-8140293 to be 24.21±14.3 M Jup , and that of the L1 2MASS J00040288-6410358 to be 16.11±2.9 M Jup . No selection was made based on the galactic latitude; seven targets have galactic latitude |b| < 15
• , and are thus located in relatively crowded fields. This slightly complicates the confirmation procedure and reduces the likelihood of planet detection (see Section 4.2). It is important to note that the sample of young nearby stars from which we draw our sample is still under construction and suffers many biases (Riaz et al. 2006 , for example, only selected the sources that are bright in X-ray). Therefore, it is not expected that it follows closely a field initial mass function. 
Age and Distance estimates
A distance estimate for the target star is needed to convert angular separation to physical separation and apparent magnitude limits to absolute magnitude limits. An estimate of the age is also necessary to convert absolute magnitude to mass, using evolutionary models. Assigning membership to a young association is one of the few ways that are available to constrain the age of low-mass stars and obtain an approximation of their distance, as seen in Section 2.1. All targets selected for the PSYM-WIDE survey were analyzed with the most recent version of BANYAN (spectral type earlier than M7) or BANYAN II (spectral type later than M7) to calculate their membership probability to several YGMs, informed by the most recent measurements of proper motion, parallax, and radial velocity. The membership of all stars is listed in Table 2 .
The status "bona fide" (BF) was assigned to stars with all kinematic measurements, a trigonometric parallax, and youth indicators that have a Bayesian probability above a selected high threshold (>90% for stars analyzed with BANYAN and > 99% for those analyzed with BANYAN II) that minimizes the chance of a false positive in the sample. Objects that are missing one kinematic measurement and have a Bayesian probability above the threshold are referred to as "high-likelihood candidates" (HLC). Those that have no radial velocity or parallax measurements with a Bayesian probability above the threshold are referred to as "candidates" (C). The large majority of the stars in the sample belong to one of these categories (7 BF, 58 HLC, and 2 C).
Ten stars have an ambiguous membership status (AY for "ambiguous membership, young"), because their membership probability is high in two or more of the seven associations. Seventeen stars were assigned the status "young other" (YO). Such cases correspond to stars for which the BANYAN membership probability assigned is low but nonnegligible for at least one moving group, members of YMGs that are not known or not included in BANYAN, or simply relatively young stars that do not belong to a group. In one case, a star initially thought young was found to display no youth indicator. It has the status NYI ("no youth indicator") in Table 2 .
The histogram of Figure 1 shows the most probable association for all stars. Candidate members of TWA, βPMG, THA, and COL are the most numerous as they are the youngest associations and were thus favored in the sample construction. Several stars are also candidate members of ABDMG.
Age
For BF, HLC, C, and AY stars, the total age range of all the plausible association(s) is conservatively assigned to the star. The association age ranges determined in the recent analysis of Bell et al. (2015) Bell et al. (2015) did not assign a final age, arguing that the list of members appears to be contaminated. According to their analysis, it is unclear that the members represent a single coeval population. Assessing whether this association is indeed a unique ensemble of coeval objects is beyond the scope of this paper, so the age range determined by Makarov & Urban (2000) (30-50 Myr) is used for ARG objects.
For YO stars, other age indicators were used to constrain the age of the star. Several low-mass stars from the Riaz et al. (2006) sample and analyzed by M13 for moving group membership have H α emission measurements. Since H α in emission remains for ∼ 1 Gyr for early M dwarfs (West et al. 2008) , this sets an upper age limit for these stars. The presence of lithium was also used to constrain the age of some stars. For some stars analyzed by BANYAN II (M7 or later types), the gravity classes of Allers & Liu (2013) were used. Allers & Liu (2013) have constructed a gravity classification scheme based on several spectral indices in the nearinfrared that allows us to classify low-mass stars and brown dwarfs in one of three categories: field gravity (FLD-G), intermediate gravity (INT-G), and very low gravity (VL-G). The INT-G and VL-G gravity classes were built to correspond, respectively, to the β and γ visual classifications introduced by Cruz et al. (2009) and used in the spectral types listed in Table 1 . The three classes respectively correspond to objects of decreasing surface gravities and thus likely decreasing ages. Using a sample of age-calibrated objects, they determined that the VL-G class corresponds to an age range of ∼ 10-30 Myr, and that the INT-G class corresponds to an age range of ∼ 50-200 Myr. They note that there are exceptions, but there is an observed trend where the fraction of VL-G objects with respect to INT-G or FLD-G objects is higher in younger moving groups (Allers & Liu 2013; Faherty et al. 2016) . When no other age constraints were available, spectral indices were used to assess if they belong to one of the two low-gravity classes. If it was the case, the stars were assigned 200 Myr as an upper bound; if not, they were assigned 200 Myr as a lower bound. When a lower or upper bound was not available for age, the values 5 Myr and 10,000 Myr were respectively conservatively assigned, assuming the stars are not in star-forming regions and do not belong to the thick disk or halo. Table 2 summarizes the adopted age range for all survey targets. The midrange age was computed for each star. The median of the midrange ages is ∼ 45 Myr.
Distance
Trigonometric distances are used when available. This is the case for all BF stars, by definition. For HLC stars that do not have a trigonometric distance measurement, the statistical distance in the most probable association is used. For AY stars, the total range of statistical distances in the associations that have high membership probabilities is assigned. For YO stars that do not benefit from a parallax measurement, the spectrophotometric distance (d sp ) was estimated from the method of Gagné et al. (2015a) . Spectral types listed in Table 1 were used in combination with the spectral-type absolutemagnitude sequences of ∼ 5-200 Myr objects in a specific near-infrared (NIR) band to obtain a distance estimate and measurement error for a given object. These measurements were performed on the 2MASS J, H and K S bands and the AllWISE W 1 and W 2 bands and were each represented by a Gaussian probability density function (PDF) with the appropriate central position and characteristic width. The five PDFs were then multiplied together to obtain a final measurement PDF; the maximum position of this PDF corresponds to the most probable distance, and the 68% range corresponds to measurement uncertainties. This method does not account for correlations between the different NIR magnitudes of young objects and may thus slightly underestimate the measurement errors (see Gagné et al. 2015a for more detail). Table 2 and Figure 2 summarize the adopted distance ranges. The median distance of the sample is ∼ 45 pc. In this survey, planetary-mass companions are identified via their distinctively high i -z color. This strategy was previously used to identify a number of T dwarfs in the Canada-France Brown Dwarf Survey (Delorme et al. 2008; Albert et al. 2011) . This is because lowmass objects give off most of their flux in the infrared. Figure 3 shows that the rise of the flux around 780 nm in the SED of brown dwarfs is steeper for late spectral types, which results in an i -z increasing from iz ∼ 2 for types earlier than L4 to i -z ∼ 3 for L8 and i -z ∼ 4 for T3 (Zhang et al. 2009 ). Figure 4 shows the apparent z magnitude versus i -z for all objects identified in the field of one of the targets, 2MASS J06131330-2742054. Typical fields L0-T4 are also shown, with the apparent magnitudes they would have at the mean distance of the target, 29 pc (West et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2009 ). For each spectral type, the dot corresponds to the value of a field object. Younger objects are expected to have inflated radii (Chabrier et al. 2000) and would thus appear slightly brighter and thus higher on the figure. The vast majority of objects in a given field are much bluer (to the left) than the i -z =1.7 threshold adopted. Very few false positives are thus expected. Besides young low- ds; THA a Status: BF: bona fide; HLC: high-likelihood candidate, unambiguous membership (high probability considering radial velocity or parallax measurements; C: Candidate (high probability without RV or plx confirmation); AY: ambiguous young (more than one association has a high probability); YO: other young stars; NYI: no youth indicator. mass companions, the only objects that have such colors are field L/T dwarfs and the much rarer high-redshift quasars (Delorme et al. 2008; Reylé et al. 2010) . Field L/T dwarfs are rare. Allen et al. (2005) have estimated a local density of L dwarfs (M J =11.75-14.75) to be 7.35 × 10 −3 pc −3 , while Reylé et al. (2010) estimated the local density of T0-T5.5 dwarfs to be 1.4 × 10 −3 pc −3 . Within a 5. 5 FOV and a maximum distance of 100 pc, each field samples ∼ 0.85 pc 3 . For the entire survey (81 pc 3 ), that amounts to ∼ 0.6 L dwarfs and ∼ 0.11 early-T. Less than one such false positive was therefore expected. An astrometric follow-up can be made to confirm common proper motion to the primary and eliminate these false positives. Host stars in the present sample are nearby and in general have high proper motions. Common proper motion can be detected within at most a few years for all targets. The dashed line in Figure 4 indicates the approximate limit above which objects are also detected in the 2MASS catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) , calculated using typical z −J colors (Zhang et al. 2009 ) and the J < 16 limit of 2MASS. The earliest candidates can thus be readily identified as comoving with the primary, because 2MASS observations were taken ∼ 10 years earlier. High-redshift quasars are even rarer per unit surface at a given apparent magnitude and can be distinguished with broadband NIR photometry. Their flux is not rising toward the infrared (their red color in i -z is due to the Lyman forest absorption blueward of the Lyα emission line), and they have much more neutral z −J colors than substellar companions and would not display common proper motion with the nearby star. Optical and mid-infrared (WISE ) colors can also help to distinguish those.
Candidates warmer than ∼ T2 are detected in both the i and z -bands, while cooler objects down to ∼ T4 are detected as i dropouts (dark and light cyan regions, respectively, on Figure 3) . Note that the i and z observations are optimal to identify late-L to early-T companions, which at the young age of the stars in the survey are planetary-mass or low-mass brown dwarfs. Contrary to what would be the case for standard high-contrast imaging surveys, this survey is much less sensitive to earlier-L or late-M, which have less distinctive i -z . The focus here is thus on planetary-mass companions and not on brown dwarfs.
The observations allow us to detect companions as close as 5 -70 to the target (depending on its brightness) and up to the edge of the GMOS 5. 5 field of view (∼ 165 from the target). For a typical target at 45 pc, this allows to survey a distance of ∼ 7400 au. We chose to limit our analysis to 5000 au to be complete for most of the targets of the survey and because it corresponds to the observed upper limit on the separation of lowmass stellar binaries (Artigau et al. 2007 ; Caballero et al.
2007
; Radigan et al. 2009; Dhital et al. 2010 ).
Observations
The observations were carried out in 2011-2012 at Gemini South during three different semesters (see Table 3 ). Broadband imaging was performed with GMOS in the i (iG0327, 700-850 nm) and z (zG0328, >850 nm) filters. The GMOS detector is made of three 2048×4608 CCDs, with a pixel scale of 0. 073/pixel, for a total field of view of 5. 5 squared. In each band, at least three exposures were taken, with a small dither between each, in order to remove cosmic rays and fill the gaps between the detectors. The exposure time in z (200 s per individual exposure) was chosen to reach z = 22, the apparent magnitude of an M z = 18 object for the most distant targets in the sample (∼ 80 pc). This allows us to detect objects down to a temperature of about 900 K (T5). In the i band, individual exposures of 300 s were obtained in order to reach i =24.5 and thus minimally detect objects with i -z =2.5 (∼ L6). This constraint on i -z minimizes the number of false positives and thus the follow-up time. Observations in the i and z bands were scheduled together when possible, in order to lower the overall time required per observation and reduce the likelihood of astrophysical false positives from variable objects. Observations in both filters typically required ∼36 minutes per target, including overheads. A summary of observations for individual targets is shown in Table 4 . 
Data Reduction
A custom data-reduction pipeline was used to process GMOS i and z images. Each i or z image is composed of three files that correspond to the three 2048×4608 chips of the GMOS detector. After making a basic reduction, including the identification of bad pixels and saturated pixels, overscan and bias subtraction, fringe correction and flat-field division, the astrometry of each portion was independently anchored to the USNO-B1 catalog. The positions of the left and right chips relative to the middle one were then computed for all images using reference points. The median relative position was adopted, and the final i or z images were reconstructed. The far-red spectra of five objects with spectral types ranging from early-Ls to mid-Ts (from the L and T dwarf data archive; http://staff.gemini.edu/~sleggett/LTdata.html). The spectra are normalized at 960 nm and offset for clarity. The transmission curves of the GMOS i and z filters (similar to SDSS filters) are superimposed. The z filter curve includes the response from the detector.
For each star and each filter, three or more images were taken. As optimal photometric conditions were not requested for the observations, the transmission sometimes varied significantly during exposures. The maximal cloud cover requested (CC=70%) implies patchy clouds or extended thin cirrus clouds that lead to a maximum loss of 0.3 mag 1 . Images with a transmission below 70% of the best case were rejected. If there were more than three images satisfying this condition, all images with a measured FWHM no larger than 1.2 times that of the third best were kept (to avoid adding images with a good transmission but taken under bad seeing). For all stars and in both filters, there were always at least two images remaining. All images were scaled to mach the zero point of the highest-throughput image before median-combining them to obtain a deep image for each filter. Table 4 lists, for each object, the number of images that were considered and the FWHM of the combined image produced. The FWHM varies between 1 http://www.gemini.edu/sciops/telescopes-and-sites/ observing-condition-constraints 0. 5 and 1. 6 in both filters, with a median of 1. 0.
Assessment of conditions and photometric calibration
One significant challenge in analyzing nonphotometric observations is to flux-calibrate the data. It is useful first to identify which observations were likely taken under photometric conditions and which were not. This can be done by looking at the variation of the transmission in the three i or z images. If the rms of the transmission of consecutive retained images was more than 3%, the conditions were suspected to be nonphotometric. The fields with nonphotometric conditions were identified with the mention "light clouds" (lc) in Table 4 . The other were assumed to have been taken under almost photometric conditions (phot). It is possible, although unlikely, that a nonnegligible cloud cover remained stable over a ∼ 20 minutes of observation. That would lead to a slight underestimation of the error on the zero points in those cases. The effect on the results of the survey is however negligible.
When available, the zero point was determined through a cross-match with the Sloan Digital Sky Sur- (West et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2009 ). Younger objects with inflated radii would appear higher (brighter) on this figure. There are 353 objects identified in this field, but none with an i -z > ∼ 1.3. Objects in the dark cyan region are detected in both the i and z -band while cooler objects, down to T4, are detected as i dropouts (light cyan region). The dashed line indicates the approximate limit above which objects are also detected in 2MASS (J < 16, earlier than L5).
vey (SDSS DR9; Ahn et al. 2012) . Other fields were flux-calibrated using the SkyMapper (Wolf et al. 2016 ) early data release 2 or the Pan-STARRS (Schlafly et al. 2012; Magnier et al. 2013 ) PV3 release. SkyMapper and Pan-STARRS magnitudes were first converted to SDSS magnitudes using, respectively, the procedure explained on the web site 3 and the color correction from Tonry et al. (2012) . For each field, point sources are then identified in the calibrated survey field and in that of GMOS. The zero point adopted for each field and filter is the median of the zero points computed for each source, which is the difference between the cataloged magnitude and that computed in the GMOS field. The errors for the zero points computed this way are taken to be the standard deviation of the zero points computed for every source divided by the square root of the number of sources (typically < 0.05). The medians of zero points obtained from the three surveys are in agreement. The computed zero points for the different fields vary between 26.5 and 27.1 with a median of 26.8 in i and between 25.2 and 26 with a median of 25.7 in z (see Table 4 ).
About one-half of the 95 fields are not found in SDSS, Pan-STARRS or SkyMapper and cannot be directly calibrated. For these, the median of the values found for the calibrated fields was assigned. The calibrated fields that were identified non photometric were not used in the computation of this median. An error of 0.15 or 0.25 was conservatively assigned on the zero point assigned this way for observations taken under photometric conditions and nonphotometric conditions, respectively, given the dispersion of the zero points for the fields that were calibrated. This is consistent with the computed ∆(ZP computed − ZP median ) for the fields for which the zero point was computed and is also compatible with the expected maximal loss of flux under a CC of 70%. (YYYYMMDD) a The observing condition was assigned based on the variation between the three or more exposures in the filter: photometric (phot) if the rms is < 3%, or light clouds (lc) otherwise. See text for more details.
b Source of the zero point fields calibrated with SDSS, SkyMapper, and Pan-STARRS are identified as SDSS, SM, and PS, respectively. Those without a direct calibration are identified as med, since the median of the zero points for all calibrated fields with photometric observations was assigned in those cases.
4. RESULTS
Candidate Companions
The flux-calibrated and median-combined i and z images were used to search for companions. All point sources were first identified on the z images using the IDL procedure find. The position of each source was fine-tuned by fitting a 2D gaussian with gcntrd. The same sources were then identified in the i images at the determined sky coordinates using the astrometries of the images. Sources identified in the z image but not in the i image are kept, since late-type candidates are not expected to be found in the i image. The sky-subtracted flux in 1 FWHM apertures (the sky is sampled in an annulus between 2 and 3 FWHM) was determined for all sources in the i and the z images using aperture photometry. This flux was then converted to i and z magnitudes using the zero points determined previously (see Section 3.4). Sources that are too close to the edges of the images, with an extended PSF, or with saturated flux in i or z images, were excluded. The total number of sources retained varies substantially between the targets, between a few dozen to a few thousand. The iz of the sources was then computed. Only a lower limit for the i -z color is available for sources not identified in the i image.
At 5-10 Myr, the age of the youngest stars in the sample, the transition between planetary-mass and brown dwarfs takes place around the spectral types L1-L2. According to West et al. (2005) , a typical L1-L2 dwarf has an i -z color of about 1.8. Sources with i -z >1.7 were thus conservatively selected. As seen in Section 3.4, there are targets for which the zero points of the i and z images are more uncertain. In the worst cases, the i -z is expected to be off by 0.5 mag, considering the errors listed in Table 4 . Two approaches were used in order to be sure to identify all plausible planetary-mass companions (with spectral type L0 and later) around these stars. In the first approach, the center of the iz distribution of all sources identified in the field was computed and artificially shifted to 0.5, which is the approximate i -z of an early M, the typical star expected in these far-red images Hawley et al. 2002; West et al. 2005 . Then, all sources with (shifted) i -z greater than 1.7 were inspected. In the second approach, the peak of the i -z was left untouched, but all sources with i -z >1.2 were inspected.
Considering the eccentricity distribution of Cumming et al. (2008) and random viewing time and inclination, it can be shown (see Section 4.3) that <2% of candidates with projected distances >8000 au will have a semimajor axis below 5000 au. Candidates with projected distances <8000 au from the target were conservatively retained, to make sure all candidates with semimajor axis <5000 au are identified. Most target stars are saturated in the GMOS z image. To find their precise position, the R.A., decl. from the 2MASS catalog listed in Table 1 is used a first approximation. This position does not take into account the proper motion, so it is often off by several pixels (on average six to seven pixels but sometimes as much as several dozens of pixels). For stars that are unsaturated, a 2D Gaussian profile was fitted with IDL function mpfit2dfun; for the other stars, the position was found manually, fitting a circle region on the star.
These selection criteria were found to efficiently reject contaminants and left only a few candidates in any given field. Most of these were easily eliminated by a visual inspection of the median-combined and individual i and z images. Remaining false positives were likely cosmic rays or were located in the diffraction peaks of bright stars that affected their photometry. Some non-pointsource objects that were not eliminated automatically with the criteria in the find procedure were also discarded. Other sources fall in part or entirely off the detectors in one or more of the individual images. Finally, the typical L and T colors and magnitudes shown in Figure 4 (West et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2009 ) were helpful in discarding objects with i -z > 1.7 that are much too faint in z to be brown dwarfs at the distance of the source. Only one candidate survived all selection criteria, around the M3 ABDMG star GU Psc (2MASS J01123504+1703557).
GU Psc b
GU Psc has an estimated age range of 130-200 Myr (given the most recent estimate of ABDMG age from Bell et al. 2015) , and a corresponding statistical distance range of 45-49 pc. The characterization of the system is described by Naud et al. (2014) and only summarized here. GU Psc b was detected in the z -band observations of 2011 September 22 (z AB = 21.76±0.07), but not in the i band. Follow-up observations with the same instrument and observational setup were made on 2011 October 18 to obtain a deeper i -band image; four additional 300 s i -band images were taken. The new i -band imaging still did not reveal the companion but provided a 3σ upper limit on the flux of i > 25.28, indicating a very red i -z color (> 3.5 at 3σ). The J V ega = 18.15 ± 0.05 was measured at CFHT/WIRCam and the K s = 17.10 ± 0.15 was obtained with the 1.6 m Telescope of Observatoire du Mont-Mégantic. A spectrum was obtained with GNIRS at Gemini North, and a spectral type of T3.5 was assigned to the companion. The J − K s (Vega) = 1.05 ± 0.16 is significantly redder than the bulk of field T dwarfs of comparable z − J, most likely because of the reduced collision-induced absorption by molecular hydrogen due to a low surface gravity. Using atmosphere models, the temperature and surface gravity were evaluated (T eff =1000-1100 K and log g=4.18-4.36). Using hot-start evolutionary models (Saumon & Marley 2008; Allard et al. 2013) , the mass was estimated to be in the range 9-13 M Jup . Followup J-band observations allowed the confirmation of the common proper motion with the primary star, located 42 (2000 au) away from it.
Detection limits
The 5σ detection limits based on background brightness were evaluated for every median-combined zmagnitude image as a function of angular separation. At each angular separation step, this value is the standard deviation of the sky-subtracted flux in 180 circular apertures (1 FWHM radii), at this distance, located all around the target. The flux in the sky was evaluated for each aperture using an annulus with a radius 2 and 3 times the FWHM. This yielded an upper limit on the flux that a companion could have without being detected at 5σ. The limiting magnitude is fainter at further separations from the star. A plateau is typically reached at an angular separation of 20 and lasts up to the limits of the field, at an angular separation of ∼ 155 . The detection limits are shown in Figure 5 and in Table 5 . Average distances, corresponding to the centers of the ranges given in Table 2 , were used to convert the angular separations to physical separations in astronomical units in the right panel of Figure 5 and in Table 5 . For clarity of presentation, these central values were also used to convert the apparent magnitude to absolute magnitude in Figure 5 , while the full distance ranges were used to calculate the absolute magnitude ranges given in Table 5 . For the most distant stars, the plateau where the survey is the most sensitive is not reached before a projected distance of 1000 au or more and extends to separations that are well above 5000 au.
The masses corresponding to limiting magnitudes can then be computed from the age of each star using the substellar hot-start evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (2003) 4 . The full ranges of absolute magnitudes, distances, and ages were used to assess the limiting mass ranges (see Table 5 ). The z apparent magnitudes in the 21.5-23.9 range were reached on the plateau, with a median value of z =22.9. Considering the average of the lower and upper values for the distance and age ranges listed in Table 2 , this corresponds to masses in the range 5-12 M Jup . Table 2 . The median curves are plotted in black. For each target, it is possible to compute the fraction f u of z image pixels where a companion could have been detected at 5σ. This takes into account the bad pixels and background sources that hinder the detection of a companion. This quantity is represented in Figure 6 as a function of separation for all sample stars. It shows that beyond 10 , typically more than 98% of putative companions should have been detected. For the stars that are the closest to the galactic plane, the density of objects is higher, and the fraction of objects that can be recovered can be lower (down to 96%). This is taken into account in the computation of completeness limits in Section 4.3.
Completeness Maps and Survey sensitivity
The detection limits in terms of absolute magnitudes and projected separations determined in Section 4.2 can be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the survey to planets of a given mass and semimajor axis. The method used here is similar to that described by Nielsen et al. (2008) .
A Monte Carlo simulation was first used to build a completeness map for each star, that is, to assess what fraction of planets of a given mass and semimajor axis can be retrieved around it, considering the distribution of possible orbital parameters and considering its credible age and distance ranges. A grid of 100 × 100 10 100 Distance from the star (") 1 10 100 Fraction of unusable pixels (%) Figure 6 . Fraction 1−fu of pixels where a companion cannot be found, considering bad pixels and background stars in the field. Beyond ∼ 10 , >98% of putative companions would have been identified for the large majority of stars. A few low-galactic-latitude stars have a lower plateau value. masses and semimajor axes was built, spread uniformly in log space, for masses between 3 and 100 M Jup and semimajor axes of 100 to 5000 au. At each point of the grid, a population of 10,000 planets was simulated. The method described in Brandeker et al. (2006) and Brandt et al. (2014) was used to determine the distribution of projected separations in astronomical units from the semimajor axes, given a distribution of eccentricity and assuming a random viewing angle and time of observation. The eccentricity distribution function adopted here is that of Cumming et al. (2008) , that is, a uniform distribution between 0 and 0.8. The distance and age, sampled linearly within the ranges listed in Table 2, are used to convert physical projected separations to angular projected separations and to convert masses to absolute z fluxes, using the evolutionary models of Baraffe et al. (2003) . The 5σ detection curves computed in Section 4.2 ( Figure 5 ) can then be used to determine whether or not a given simulated planet would be bright enough to be recovered around its host. If so, the fraction of pixels where a companion can be found f u is taken as the detection probability. Repeating these steps for each simulated planet allows us to determine the fraction of planets that would have been detected around a star at each grid point. The resulting map is shown in Figure 7 for GU Psc.
Taking the sum of the maps for all stars allows us to assess the mean sensitivity for the entire survey (Figure 8) , in terms of the fraction of stars in the survey for which a planet of a given mass and semimajor axis would have been detected. The figure demonstrates that the survey is most sensitive above 1000 au, with a peak between 2000 and 4000 au. The maximal detection probabilities are of 8%, 36%, 86%, 94%, and 95% for masses of 3, 5, 9, 11, and 13 M Jup , respectively. The survey is particularly sensitive to planets at the massive end of the planetary-mass range. The mean detection probabilities for 3 M Jup companions are below 10% for all semimajor axes. At separations of ∼ 500 au, the detection probabilities are nonnegligible: 10% for 5 M Jup and 30% for 11 M Jup . The probability of finding a planet at 2000 au with the mass of GU Psc b (∼ 11 M Jup ) is over 90%. At 100-200 au, where most AO imaging surveys are most sensitive, the present survey has a small detection probability of less than 5%, even for the most massive planets.
Planet Frequency
Using the results presented in Section 4.3 and the statistical formalism presented in Lafrenière et al. (2007) , it is possible to determine a credible interval for the fraction f of late spectral type (K5-L5) stars that have at least one companion in a given mass and semimajor axis range. If the N = 95 sample stars are enumerated j = 1 . . . N , the results of this survey are summarized by the set {d j }, where the value of d is 1 for stars with a detected companion or 0 otherwise. The resulting set {d j } depends on the true fraction of stars f that host a planet in the surveyed range of semimajor axes and Completeness map for the star GU Psc. The contours indicate the fraction of planets that would be recovered in percent, considering a uniform eccentricity distribution between 0 and 0.8, a random inclination and time of observation, the distance and age ranges given in Table 2 , and the hot-start models of Baraffe et al. (2003) . The horizontal dashed line is the 13 MJup separation between planetarymass objects and brown dwarfs.
masses. It is given by the binomial likelihood:
The completeness maps (as shown for GU Psc b in Figure 7 ) are used to determine p j , which represents the probability of detecting a companion with a mass in a given range [m min , m max ] and a semimajor axis in a given range [a min , a max ]. For each star, p j is taken to be the mean of the recovered planet fraction in all grid points for the mass and semimajor axis ranges considered. Since the grid is uniform in log mass and log a, this is equivalent to assuming log-uniform distributions for these two parameters. Bayes' theorem states that the posterior distribution, which is the probability density function of f considering the results of the survey {d j }, is given by
The denominator can be referred to as the marginalized likelihood. The prior distribution P (f ) represents the best knowledge on the probability density for f using only information independent from the current survey.
In several direct imaging survey analyses, a flat prior distribution P (f ) = 1 was used. While simpler, a uniform prior is in general not mathematically equivalent to having no prior knowledge on the parameters. As an illustration of this concept, a change of coordinates can result in a different answer if a flat prior is used in both coordinate systems, and therefore the resulting posterior does not only depends on the likelihood model and the available data, but also depends on the way that the problem is parameterized. Applying Bayesian statistics in a way that only depends on the available data and the likelihood model requires using non informative priors (e.g., see Berger et al. 2009 ), which do not always correspond to flat priors. In a case with only one parameter, the non-informative prior can be derived in a simple way and is called Jeffrey's prior (see Jeffreys 1998) . The Jeffreys prior that is associated with the binomial likelihood is given by
As shown in Figure 8 , the survey is particularly sensitive for semimajor axes between 500 and 5000 au and masses between 5 and 13 M Jup . The posterior distribution was thus computed for these ranges and is shown in Figure 9 . This accounts for the detection of a single companion (GU Psc b) in these intervals. Only the projected separation of the companion (2000 au) is known, but considering the eccentricity distribution of Cumming et al. (2008) and the random viewing time and inclination as in Section 4.3, it can be shown that the semimajor axis of the companion is unlikely to have a semimajor axis above 5000 au. The peak of this posterior distribution corresponds to the most likely value of f . Given a level of confidence α, an equal-tail credible interval [f min , f max ] can be determined using
The fraction of late spectral type (K5-L5) stars that have at least one companion in this semimajor axis and mass ranges is 0.84 +6.73 −0.66 % (α=95%). Note that if a flat prior had been assumed, the planet frequency would have been artificially larger with a wider confidence interval (1.66 +7.22 −1.27 %).
DISCUSSION
The sensitivity of the present survey to planetarymass companions (5-13 M Jup ) is maximized between 500 and 5000 au, much farther than typical AO-assisted imaging surveys around similar stars, which are sensitive to up to 1000 au at best. The small overlap can be used to compare the limits on the occurrence of companions around young M stars, and to study this occurrence as a function of the separation from the central star.
The meta-analysis of Bowler (2016) puts an upper limit of < 7.3% (95% confidence level) on the frequency of 5-13 M Jup companions at separations between 100 and 1000 au around M stars. An analysis similar to that presented in Section 4.4 and based on the present survey data was carried for these ranges. Only an upper limit was determined because GU Psc b is in all likelihood outside this range of semimajor axes considering the method described in Section 4.3 (there is less than a 15% chance that GU Psc b has a semimajor axis below 1000 au with a projected separation of 2000 au). An upper limit of < 11.1% was found at the same confidence level. This is consistent with the Bowler (2016) result. The Bowler (2016) survey is more constraining because it includes more stars (119 compared to 95), but also because the present survey is only moderately sensitive in these ranges: the average detection probability for 13 M Jup at 1000 au is close to 80% but only 25% for 5 M Jup . Lafrenière et al. (2007) derived an analytical expression for the planet frequency f max in the special case of nondetections:
where p j is the average planet detection probability, N the total number of stars in the survey, and α the confidence interval level. This approximation is valid for N p j 1. Since the same intervals were used in the present survey and the Bowler (2016) analysis, both results can be combined, assuming α = 0.95, to derive an upper limit of < 4.4% for the fraction of late spectral type (K5-L5) stars with at least a giant planetary-mass companion in the mass range [5,13] M Jup with semimajor axis <1000 au. Lannier et al. (2016) found that 2.3 +2.9
−0.7 % (1σ confidence) of M stars have a 2-14 M Jup companion between 8 and 400 au. The present survey is not sensitive to companions between 2 and 5 M Jup and below 400 au, so it is not relevant to compute a frequency in this range of parameters. It is, however, interesting to note that the fraction obtained by Lannier et al. (2016) is similar to that found here for more massive and more distant planets. It is also similar to the 2 +3 −1 % frequency 27 derived from radial velocity data (Bonfils et al. 2011) for less massive giant planets (up to ∼ 3 M Jup ) very close to low-mass older stars (periods between 10 and 100 days; main-sequence stars). All planet surveys so far have demonstrated that gas giants are rare beyond ∼ 10 au around low-mass stars, as expected from planet formation models. The survey presented here yielded a planet frequency similar to those found for closer-in planets within uncertainties, although it spans a much wider separation interval. The planet frequency thus seems to remain similar over three orders of magnitude in orbital separations, despite the fact that planets in these regimes likely form through different mechanisms.
There is no agreement at this stage as to whether planetary-mass companions at wide separations are correlated with the stellar mass, as suggested for closer-in companions (Johnson et al. 2007; Borucki et al. 2011) . Lannier et al. (2016) find that such a correlation probably exists for substellar companions that have a low mass ratio (Q < 1%). This is in agreement with the conclusion of Montet et al. (2014;  from a combination of direct imaging and radial velocity) and Clanton & Gaudi (2014; combination of microlensing and radial velocity) , that giant planets are less frequent around lowmass stars. However, they do not find evidence for a correlation at higher mass ratio values (1% < Q < 5%). GU Psc b, with Q ∼ 3%, falls in that regime. In their meta-analysis, Bowler (2016) and Galicher et al. (2016) do not find evidence that there are fewer giant planets around low-mass stars; in both surveys, the frequencies derived for host stars of different masses are compatible with each other. While the present survey confirms the existence -albeit rare -of planetary-mass companions at wide separations, more detections are required to determine whether the presence of these are correlated with stellar host mass.
CONCLUSION
The PSYM-WIDE survey allowed us to search for planetary-mass companions around 95 low-mass stars (spectral types K5-L5) that are members of young associations. It used Gemini GMOS i and z imaging to identify them via their distinctively red i -z color and allowed us to establish a frequency of stars with at least one companion of 0.84 +6.73 −0.66 % (95% confidence) in the mass range 5-13 M Jup and with semimajor axes range 500-5000 au.
The only planet discovered through this survey (GU Psc b; Naud et al. 2014 ) and other substellar companions discovered via direct imaging (e.g., the ∼ 23 M Jup brown dwarf HIP 78530 B; Lafrenière et al. 2008 Lafrenière et al. , 2010 or Ross 458 (AB) c, a distant planetary-mass companion to a M0.5+M7 binary, Goldman et al. 2010 ) are too widely separated from their stars for in situ formation by either core accretion or gravitational instability. This suggests that other mechanisms, such as direct formation through the turbulent fragmentation of a prestellar core (Padoan & Nordlund 2002; Bate et al. 2003) or ejection through interaction with a massive companion, could be at play in these cases.
As demonstrated by the in-depth photometric and spectroscopic study of GU Psc b (Naud et al. 2014) and the study of its light curve evolution Naud et al. (2017) , wide planetary-mass companions are amenable to a level of characterization that is useful in assessing the characteristics of closer-in giant planets, which are much harder to study. Further surveys to identify wide-separation exoplanets would be valuable, especially deeper ones that are focused on the identification of lessmassive giant planets. New detections would contribute to investigating possible correlations with the mass of the host star, and more generally the various formation mechanisms at play. The WEIRD survey (Wide orbit Exoplanet search with InfraRed Direct imaging; Baron et al. 2015) , an ongoing effort using Spitzer and groundbased facilities such as CFHT and Gemini, will provide better constraints on the presence of these very wide (>500-1000 au) planetary-mass companions. The observations are obtained at 3.6 and 4.5 µm and are thus sensitive to planets down to about the mass of Saturn (0.3 M Jup ).
